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JAMES CITY – With two days left to log comments with the Army Corps of 
Engineers, opponents of Dominion's plan to run a high-voltage power line over 
the James River have organized in a big way. 

More than 600 people had signed an online petition by Tuesday afternoon urging 
the Norfolk District of the Army Corps of Engineers to schedule a public hearing 
to "fully explore all likely impacts of this project." By 7 a.m. the number had 
mushroomed to more than 1,450. 

The Army Corps' role is to issue permits allowing Dominion Virginia Power to 
build the 500-kilovolt power line from the Surry Nuclear Power Plant to Skiffes 
Creek, on 17 towers up to 295 feet tall. In deciding, the Corps will weigh 
environmental, historic and a host of other effects. 

The federal review has galvanized many of the organizations opposed to 
Dominion's plan to band together in a new coalition, Protect the James, which is 
urging its members to sign the petition and write to the Army Corps, according to 
its online petition. The petition has a goal of 2,000 signatures before the 
comment period closes on Friday. 

Though just a quarter of the way to its goal, the petition is averaging more than 
50 signatures a day. It was launched Sept. 15. 

A late surge appears to be building. More than a hundred new names had been 
added Tuesday by mid-afternoon. 

The groups opposing the towers include Preservation Virginia, the Colonial 
WilliamsburgFoundation, Scenic Virginia, James River Association, National 
Parks Conservation Association, Garden Clubs of Virginia, the Virginia 
Conservation Network, the ChesapeakeConservancy, James City County, 
Save the James Alliance and the National Trust for Historic Preservation. The 
last has declared the river one of the eleven most endangered sites in America 
because of the power line proposal. 

Late last month an Army Corps representative said the Corps would decide 
whether to schedule a public hearing after the 30-day public comment period 
closes. 

"Public hearings are held at the discretion of the district engineer and will only be 
granted if the Corps believes additional information can be gleaned that would 
contribute to the Corps' review and decision-making process," explained Lynette 
Rhodes, chief of the Corps' Southern Virginia Regulatory Section. "The Corps will 



consider (whether) the extent of the issues raised are within the Corps' scope of 
analysis and whether the issues are already addressed by comments received in 
response to the public notice." 

As of Tuesday morning, the Corps had received 26 comments, both for and 
against the project, spokesman Patrick Bloodgood said. Most of the comments 
against the project relate to the effect on historic resources, he said. 

"We take the inquiries seriously and take into account the issues raised in the 
process," he said. "We are nowhere near a final decision on the permit, but we 
can assure you that the final decision will be a balanced decision that takes into 
account the need to preserve our historic and ecological treasures with the 
energy infrastructure needs of the nation." 

It is unclear how long the Corps' review process will take. The district also 
consults a number of other agencies, including the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. The James River Association will be pressing for constraints on when 
Dominion can build, in deference to spring and fall spawning seasons of the 
endangered Atlantic sturgeon. There is only one known spawning population in 
the James River, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 

The Army Corps has determined the towers would affect more than 1,000 square 
feet of river bottom, crossing two navigation channels, a dredge spoil area and 
several private oyster lease areas, according to its initial announcement. More 
than 550 pilings would be driven into the river bottom to support towers and 
fenders. 

 


